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THE PATRIMONIAL DOCUMENTATION = A NEW CHART
ORGANIZATION
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The new assignments of the "Surveys and Valuations" administration (before the Reform: Cadastre)

Cadastre
Surveys and Valuations

The new assignments of the "Legal Security" administration (before the Reform: Registration)

Registration
Legal Security Administration

Patrimonial Services
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- Introduction
- Objective
- Definition
- Double role of the administration
- A virtual administration uniquely
- The changes

THE CONCEPTS APPLIED BY THE PROJECTS OF PATRIMONIAL DOCUMENTATION ADMINISTRATION

- UNIDENT
- PRECAD
- Single counter
- Single file
- Unified formality
- Priority of the patrimonial mission
- Authentic source
- Regulation
THE REK (REAL ESTATE KEY APPLICATION)
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Internal Advantages
Rental Values but can be used also for of the REK application

External Advantages
"Immovable Data"

The Structure
AN HEDONIC EVALUATION SYSTEM THROUGH MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Improvement of the Mathematical Models

- Admit the property price
- Analyze the value of the properties

Categories of explanatory variables:
- The structural variables
- The variables concerning the location:
  - The accessibility
  - The quality of the neighbourhood

CONCLUSION

THE IMMOVABLE VALUATION MISSIONS
OF THE GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE PATRIMONIAL DOCUMENTATION OF BELGIUM

= KEY ACTOR IN THE VALUATION OF IMMOVABLE, WHETHER IN RENTAL, VENAL OR CONSTRUCTION VALUES.